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In his first installment featuring appetizers, Hollywood entertaining guru Randy Fuhrman shares
his tips for creating fabulous food and parties in A Taste for Entertaining. You'll find tips and
recipes for dishes guaranteed to make your gatherings a huge success!

About the AuthorRandy Fuhrman has won numerous industry awards including three for
Outstanding Event presented by Special Events Magazine, and the Beverly Hills Golden Palm
Award for Innovation in Small Business. His company, Randy Fuhrman Events, proudly earns
repeat business from their extensive list of prominent clients by designing signature event
experiences. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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of AmericaDEDICATION I dedicate this book to my Mom!Mom was always shooing me out of
the kitchen and the more she did, the more my curiosity grew as to what was actually being
created. Her love and passion for cooking transferred on to me at the early age of ten, and I
spent many days and nights sneaking into the kitchen when she was away, experimenting on
how to bake and create new dishes.My mother's talent inspired me to go into the field of cooking
and entertaining. Mom was the youngest of six children. She was the hub of her family. Being an
entertainer and creative person on so many levels, she loved cooking, sewing, knitting,
tapestries, baking, and gardening. She inspired my creativity and passion to do things on so
many levels.Thanks, Mom, for all the love and support, and for making me who I am today. Oh
yes, and for some of your best recipes!CONTENTSARTICHOKES WITH BAY SHRIMP
13MANGO AND AVOCADO SKEWERS 14BACON CHEESE STRAWS 15BACON-WRAPPED
SCALLOPS 16BAKED POTATO DIP 18B-B-Q MEATBALLS WITH SOUTHERN COMFORT
SAUCE 19BOURSIN EGG SALAD 21BOURSIN STUFFED MUSHROOMS 22BRIE AND
BACON WON TONS WITH MANGO CHUTNEY 24CARAWAY ONION DIP 25CHILE PECANS
26CRAB CAKES WITH ROUMELADE SAUCE 27FRIED GOAT CHEESE CIGARS 29HOT
GRUYERE CHICKEN KNOCK YOUR SOCKS OFF DIP 31INDIAN VEGETABLE FRITTERS
33SOFT JALEPENO CHEESE BACON PRETZELS 35MAMA'S CHOPPED LIVER 36MINI
TURKEY LASAGNA 37PAPASITAS 39PASTA RIPIENI 41PLANTAIN RUMAKI 43SAVORY
CHEESECAKE 44SHRIMP AND CRAB STUFFED EGGS 46SPICY ITALIAN TURKEY
SAUSAGE CHEESE BALLS 47THAI TOFU FINGERS WITH THAI PEANUT SAUCE
48VONGOLE CLAM PARMESAN PASTRIES 50PREFACEI am so excited about making this
book happen. You, my friends, family, and clients have been asking me for years to write a book,
and I have had a great time going over all the incredible recipes I've done over the years to bring
it to you.As you can see, I write in a 1,2,3,4,5,6 format to make it easier to understand and make
it less intimidating for you to enjoy being in the kitchen and creating. So enjoy and have a good
time recreating what I have brought to you with love.CHAPTER ONEAPPETIZERSTips for a
GREAT Cocktail Party and Tasty Too! (Thanks, Lucy!)Appetizers are the beginning of what event
is to come for the evening's fare. So appetizers being interesting and plentiful is the first key to
starting a successful party! For me, I always serve four different types if the party has 20 or more
guests. If there are less guests, I serve three choices, so no one knows what is coming out of the
kitchen and it's not boring.You should figure about 1 1/2 of each appetizer per person, so four to
six an hour is a good pace. And remember: in this case bigger is NOT better. It's about easy to
handle and easy to eat.So you can enjoy your party, make sure you do a timeline and also create
a menu you can put on your refrigerator door or on the wall to follow. Then to make it easy on



yourself, put the appetizers in the order that you will be serving them so you can follow a routine
or when someone is helping you in the kitchen, or just for your own sanity.Know your guests so
you know what type of food you need to be serving. Ask what your guests are allergic to so you
make sure you handle that for them as if you're going to entertain and ask people into your
home. My feeling has always been to make sure you know what their needs are and make them
feel taken care of.The way I figure what I want to pass is that I do the dinner menu first and then I
can create the pass to fill in of what I have not served from the dinner I have chosen to serve.
That way, I can see what passed will work best. I always figure one meat, one chicken or one fish
or seafood, and then two veggies: one of them to be gluten free. Knowing your dinner will make
your choices so much easier when you sit down to plan your menu. Then do a breakdown of
your menu section by section, and since we're on appetizers, let's start here.Print your recipe to
review and get comfortable with. Then start creating a shopping list. I keep the list broken down
per recipe so not to forget anything. A good trick is to take a cookie sheet for each recipe and
you can pull your dry goods a few days ahead to make sure you have what you need and then
put the rest on your shopping list. Put the recipe on the cookie sheet too so you know where it is
when you start.The next step is to pull out the serving platters or pieces you want to use and
make sure they are clean. Then you can label them so you know what is being used for each
item and you can stay organized. Once you start to cook, each recipe is right there with all the
ingredients and easy to find so it means less stress for you! This is a new way for most of you,
but I promise you will see how much faster your prep time will be and it won't be overwhelming.
This can be done a few days ahead so you make sure you have everything you need and aren't
running around at the last moment trying to find things you thought you had.Think about your
presentation. Presentation is as important as taste. When you present well, your food tastes
better. I know it's not really the truth, but your mind will tell you that it's going to taste better. Just
think about it. When you see something beautifully presented you get more excited than with
something just put out with no effort. Your mind will tell you that the presentation is going to taste
better. It's not always true, but our minds play tricks on us so remember: PRESENTATION, my
friends.Then a day or two before, buy your fresh goods. When you start to cook, pull everything
out and organize for each recipe and put the fresh goods on the cookie sheet with the dry goods
so they are all together.Okay, let's get started on what appetizers you are going to do for your
party. These are some of my favorites that are easy to do, so ENJOY!ARTICHOKES WITH BAY
SHRIMP These present nicely and look like little butterfliesINGREDIENTS24 cooked artichoke
leaves½ cup best food mayonnaise¼ cup good parmesan cheese1 teaspoon fresh lemon
juice½ teaspoon of minced fresh garlicRoasted pimiento or red pepper48 baby shrimp frozen is
much better than canned (make sure dry not wet)METHOD

A Taste for entertaining book, a taste for monsters, a taste for wine and mystery audio, a taste for
death, a taste for monsters summary, a taste for love musical



S Bazaar, “Five Stars. Fantastic and easy-to-prepare recipes!”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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